
Tamko® Tw Flash-N-wrap® 25 
self-adhering reflective sheet membrane

applicaTioN iNsTrucTioNs

PRePARAtIOn 
All surfaces must be dry and clean. Dirt, dust and any other 
foreign matter must be removed. TW Flash-N-Wrap® 25 must 
be applied when air, substrate, and membrane temperatures are 
above 40 degrees F.

Acceptable surfaces are cast-in-place concrete, pre-cast con-
crete, concrete masonry blocks, exterior gypsum sheathing, 
plywood, OSB, DensGlass®, DensGlass Gold®, felt-faced and 
foil-faced polyisocyanurate foam insulation, EPS / XPS, ICF, 
wood or metal surfaces. Concrete must be allowed to cure for a 
minimum of 7 days prior to application of TW Flash-N-Wrap® 
25.

PRImIng
Priming is generally not required for most substrates provided 
they are clean and dry. However, on concrete, masonry, Dens-
Glass® and DensGlass Gold® as well as any additional surfaces 
where adhesion is found to be marginal, prime the surface 
receiving flashing with the appropriate primer, 
TWP-1 Quick Dry Primer** or TWP-2 Water-Based Primer at 
the designated coverage rate according to primer application 
instructions for specified weather conditions. DO NOT USE 
TWP-1 Quick Dry Primer on EPS / XPS or ICF surfaces.

FAstenIng
Mechanical fastening using a smooth-shank fastener is recom-
mended in situations where adhesion is found to be marginal 
after priming. Stapling individual pieces of flashing around the 
entire perimeter of the flashing 18" on center will maintain at-
tachment to the substrate.

geneRAL APPLICAtIOn

Unroll TW Flash-N-Wrap® 25 and cut to the desired length. Begin by removing approximately 12 inches of the release film and 
center the membrane over the area to be covered. Firmly press or roll the membrane against the substrate and continue pulling 
the release film off while smoothing the membrane into place.

sPeCIFIC APPLICAtIOn
The remaining portion of these application instructions addresses specific applications of the Flash-N-Wrap® 25 membrane for 
window and door perimeter applications.

Be sure to read through these instructions to first identify the application method which is specific to your window or door 
installation before you begin the application process.

Failure to properly apply TAMKO TW Flash-N-Wrap 25 according to the Application Instructions may affect coverage under 
the applicable 5-year limited warranty.

CAUTION: The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health has concluded that the fumes of heated 
roofing asphalt are a potential occupational carcinogen. The physical nature of this product may help limit any 
inhalation or dermal hazard during application and/or removal. However, physical forces such as sawing, grinding 
or drilling during demolition work and heating or burning may increase the inhalation or dermal exposure hazard of 
this product. Take precautions to prevent breathing and contact with skin.

** WARNINGS AND HAZARDS

TWP-1 contains combustible solvents. Avoid exposure to sparks, open flame, heat, and other forms of ignition. Use in well ven-
tilated areas. Avoid breathing vapors. Refer to MSDS for detailed product information and warnings.
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WIndOW FLAsHIng APPLICAtIOn
This section is for application of TW Flash-N-Wrap® 25 to protect against moisture and air leaks around window perimeters.

Before you begin - Determine if window will be installed prior to or after installation of the Water Resistive Barrier 
(WRB) and follow the appropriate Method (Method A or A1) dependant on the WRB installation plan. Be sure to follow all 
preparation, priming, fastening, and general application procedures as stated previously in these instructions together with 
the specific window installation method.

metHOd A: APPLIed PRIOR tO WAteR ResIstIve BARRIeR (WRB)
(Self-Adhesive Flashing for windows with integral flanges; flashing applied prior to Water Resistive Barrier)

Figure 1:  Window installation detail for windows 
with integral flanges and  flashing installed prior to 
WRB

1. Sill Flashing - Flash the bottom of the sill by cutting the flashing the width of the rough opening plus 2 times the flashing 
width. Partially remove the release liner so that the release liner remains in place on the lower two inches of the flashing. 
Center the flashing horizontally relative to the rough opening. Align the edge of the flashing with the adhesive exposed with 
the bottom of the rough window opening and firmly press the flashing into place.  Tape the lower edge of the flashing to 
prevent wind damage until WRB installation.  Do not adhere the bottom 2" of the flashing at this time (See step 5 below).     

2. Install Window - Install the window in the rough opening following the window manufacturer's instructions.

3. Jamb Flashing - Confirm window flange is clean and dirt-free by wiping the flange with a clean rag.  Cut two jamb 
flashings the length of the rough opening plus 2 times the width of the flashing minus 1". Align the end of one jamb flashing 
even with the bottom of the sill flashing. Remove the release liner and press the flashing firmly into place, fully covering 
the flange along one side of the window. Repeat procedure for other side of window.  The ends of the sill flashing must 
not protrude beyond the edges of the jamb flashings.  If the sill flashing protrudes beyond the edges of the overlying jamb 
flashings, remove and discard the protruding portion of the sill flashing. 

4. Head Flashing - Confirm window flange is clean and dirt-free by wiping the flange with a clean rag. Cut the head flashing 
the width of the rough opening plus 2 times the width of the flashing plus 2". Center the head flashing over the rough 
opening.  Remove the release liner and press the flashing firmly into place. Flashing must be flush against the top of the 
window, fully covering the window flange and extending 1" beyond the jamb flashing on each side. 

5. WRB Installation - Install the WRB in accordance with the WRB manufacturer's instructions.  Tuck the WRB under the 
unadhered portion of the sill flashing, remove the remainder of the release liner from the sill flashing, and adhere the sill 
flashing to the WRB by firmly pressing the flashing into place.
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Figure 2:  Window installation detail for 
windows with integral flanges and flashing 
installed after WRB

WIndOW FLAsHIng APPLICAtIOn (continued)
metHOd A1: APPLIed AFteR WAteR ResIstIve BARRIeR (WRB)
(Self-Adhesive Flashing for windows with integral flanges; flashing applied after Water Resistive Barrier)

1. Preparation of Installed WRB - If the WRB covers all or part of the rough opening, cut the WRB even with the edge 
of the rough opening and discard the portion of the WRB that was removed from the rough opening. At the head of win-
dow opening, cut the WRB at a 45° angle at each corner according to the diagram shown above. Carefully lift and tape up 
the corners to place WRB out of the way for remaining application steps.
 
2. Sill Flashing - Flash the bottom of the sill by cutting the flashing the width of the rough opening plus 2 times the flash-
ing width minus 2". Remove the release liner. Center the flashing horizontally relative to the rough opening and align the 
top edge of the flashing with the bottom of the rough window opening. Firmly press the flashing into place. 

3. Install Window - Install the window in the rough opening following the window manufacturer's instructions.

4. Jamb Flashing - Confirm window flange is clean and dirt-free by wiping the flange with a clean rag.  Cut two jamb 
flashings the length of the rough opening plus 2 times the width of the flashing minus 1". Align the end of one jamb flash-
ing even with the bottom of the sill flashing. Remove the release liner and press the flashing firmly into place, fully cover-
ing the flange along one side of the window. Repeat procedure for other side of window. 

5. Head Flashing - Confirm window flange is clean and dirt-free by wiping the flange with a clean rag. Cut the head 
flashing the width of the rough opening plus 2 times the width of the flashing plus 2". Center the head flashing over the 
rough opening.  Remove the release liner and press the flashing firmly into place. Flashing must be flush against the top of 
the window, fully covering the window flange and extending 1" beyond the jamb flashing on each side. 

6. Complete the Head Flashing By Taping the WRB - Untape the WRB and lower over the flashing. Apply new pieces 
of sheathing tape diagonally over the cut WRB, adhering it to the flashing. Press firmly into place.



Figure 3:  Door installation detail for doors with 
integral flanges and  flashing installed prior to WRB

dOOR FLAsHIng APPLICAtIOn
This section is for application of TW Flash-N-Wrap® 25 to protect against moisture and air leaks around door perimeters.

Before you begin - Determine if door will be installed prior to or after installation of the Water Resistive Barrier (WRB) and 
follow the appropriate Method (Method A or A1) dependant on the WRB installation plan. Be sure to follow all preparation, 
priming, fastening, and general application procedures as stated previously in these instructions together with the specific door  
installation method.

metHOd A: APPLIed PRIOR tO WAteR ResIstIve BARRIeR (WRB)
(Self-Adhesive Flashing for doors with integral flanges; flashing applied prior to Water Resistive Barrier) 
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1. Sill Flashing - If the door will be installed without a mounting flange at the sill, prepare the sill to receive the door in ac-
cordance with the door manufacturer's installation instructions and proceed to step 2.  If the door will be installed with a sill 
mounting flange, flash the bottom of the sill by cutting the flashing the width of the rough opening plus 2 times the flashing 
width. Partially remove the release liner so that the release liner remains in place on the lower two inches of the flashing. Cen-
ter the flashing horizontally relative to the rough opening. Align the edge of the flashing with the adhesive exposed with the 
bottom of the rough window opening and firmly press the flashing into place.  Tape the lower edge of the flashing to prevent 
wind damage until WRB installation.  Do not adhere the bottom 2" of the flashing at this time (See step 5 below).  

2. Install Door - Install the door in the rough opening following the door manufacturer's instructions.

3. Jamb Flashing - Confirm door flange is clean and dirt-free by wiping the flange with a clean rag.  If the door is installed 
without a mounting flange at the sill, cut two jamb flashings long enough to extend below the rough opening sill up to the full 
width of the flashing material and above the rough opening head the width of the flashing minus 1".  Align the end of one jamb 
flashing so it is positioned 1" below where the top of the head flashing will be located, remove the release liner and press the 
flashing firmly into place, fully covering the flange along one side of the door.  Repeat procedure for other side of door.  

If the door is installed with a sill mounting flange, cut two jamb flashings the length of the rough opening plus 2 times the 
width of the flashing minus 1". Align the end of one jamb flashing even with the bottom of the sill flashing. Remove the 
release liner and press the flashing firmly into place, fully covering the flange along one side of the door. Repeat procedure for 
other side of door. The ends of the sill flashing must not protrude beyond the edges of the jamb flashings.  If the sill flashing 
protrudes beyond the edges of the overlying jamb flashings, remove and discard the protruding portion of the sill flashing.
 
4. Head Flashing - Confirm door flange is clean and dirt-free by wiping the flange with a clean rag. Cut the head flashing 
the width of the rough opening plus 2 times the width of the flashing plus 2". Center the head flashing over the rough open-
ing.  Remove the release liner and press the flashing firmly into place. Flashing must be flush against the top of the door, fully 
covering the door flange and extending 1" beyond the jamb flashing on each side. 

5.WRB Installation - Install the WRB in accordance with the WRB manufacturer's instructions.  If the door is installed with 
a sill mounting flange, tuck the WRB under the unadhered portion of the sill flashing, remove the release liner from the sill 
flashing, and adhere the sill flashing to the WRB by firmly pressing the flashing into place.
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Figure 4:  Door installation detail for doors with 
integral flanges and flashing installed after WRB

1. Preparation of Installed WRB - If the WRB covers all or part of the rough opening, cut the WRB even with the edge of the 
rough opening and discard the portion of the WRB that was removed from the rough opening. At the head of door opening, cut 
the WRB at a 45° angle at each corner according to the diagram shown above. Carefully lift and temporarily tape up the corners 
to place WRB out of the way for remaining application steps.
 
2. Sill Flashing  - If the door will be installed without a mounting flange at the sill, prepare the sill to receive the door in ac-
cordance with the door manufacturer's installation instructions and proceed to step 3.   If the door will be installed with a sill 
mounting flange, flash the bottom of the sill by cutting the flashing the width of the rough opening plus 2 times the flashing 
width minus 2".  Remove the release liner. Center the flashing horizontally relative to the rough opening and align the top edge 
of the flashing with the bottom of the rough door opening.  Firmly press the flashing into place.  

3. Install Door - Install the door in the rough opening following the door manufacturer's instructions.

4. Jamb Flashing - Confirm door flange is clean and dirt-free by wiping the flange with a clean rag.  If the door is installed 
without a mounting flange at the sill, cut two jamb flashings long enough to extend below the rough opening sill up to the full 
width of the flashing material and above the rough opening head the width of the flashing minus 1".  Align the end of one jamb 
flashing so it is positioned 1" below where the top of the head flashing will be located, remove the release liner and press the 
flashing firmly into place, fully covering the flange along one side of the door.  Repeat procedure for other side of door.  

If the door is installed with a sill mounting flange, cut two jamb flashings the length of the rough opening plus two times the 
width of the flashing minus 1". Align the end of one jamb flashing even with the bottom of the sill flashing. Remove the release 
liner and press the flashing firmly into place, fully covering the flange along one side of the door. Repeat procedure for other 
side of door. 

5. Head Flashing - Confirm door flange is clean and dirt-free by wiping the flange with a clean rag. Cut the head flashing the 
width of the rough opening plus 2 times the width of the flashing plus 2". Center the head flashing over the rough opening.  Re-
move the release liner and press the flashing firmly into place. Flashing must be flush against the top of the door, fully covering 
the door flange and extending 1" beyond the jamb flashing on each side.  

6. Complete the Head Flashing By Taping the WRB - Untape the WRB and lower over the flashing. Apply new pieces of 
sheathing tape diagonally over the cut WRB, adhering it to the flashing. Press firmly into place. 

dOOR FLAsHIng APPLICAtIOn (continued) 
metHOd A1: APPLIed AFteR WAteR ResIstIve BARRIeR (WRB)
(Self-Adhesive Flashing for doors with integral flanges; flashing applied after Water Resistive Barrier) 

Information included in this product data sheet was current at time of printing. To obtain a copy of the most current version of this product data sheet, visit us 
online at tamko.com or call us at 800-641-4691. 

This product  is covered by a 5-year limited warranty. For information regarding or a copy of TAMKO's limited warranty, contact your local TAMKO 
representative, visit us online at tamko.com, or call us at 800-641-4691.
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